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ABSTRACT
We present Vocal-Diary, a voice command based ground truth collection system that uses grammar based commands from residents
to log start and end of activities. Vocal-Diary ensures robustness
in the presence of sounds from different environmental noise and
day-to-day conversation by using two-way acknowledgement and
integrating speaker recognition in the pipeline. Vocal-Diary also
utilizes the sensor data produced by the underlying activity recognition system to query residents periodically to check if they forgot
to log any activity. Evaluation shows that Vocal-Diary increases
precision by at least 40% and recall by at least 10% compared to a
system that uses voice command recognition without any acknowledgement and speaker recognition.
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Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.1.2 [Human information processing]

1.

INTRODUCTION

Activity recognition systems based on in-home sensors are used
for different applications such as home health care, energy monitoring, and security. Specially, in-home monitoring of elderly people
is one of the most fascinating promises of wireless health domain,
and inferring daily activities based on in-home sensors enables such
remote monitoring. The goal of these monitoring applications is to
provide the daily activities details of the residents to caregivers or
family members so that any health related problems may be detected as soon as possible. There is a variety of sensors that are
currently used for activity recognition including motion sensors,
door sensors, contact sensors in objects of daily use, bed / chair
sensors, and on-body sensors. The goal of the activity recognition
systems is to learn the relationship among different daily activities
and different sensors that are installed in home based on training
data.
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To train activity recognition systems, we need labeled activity
episodes (i.e., the starting and finishing times of each daily activity) during the training period. These accurate annotations of daily
activities are called ground truth. Accuracy of activity recognition
systems depends on sufficient amount of ground truth for training.
Ground truth collection requires active participation from residents
which is challenging. The challenges include ensuring comfort and
privacy of residents, maintaining accuracy in ground truth, considering different real home scenarios that may cause errors in activity
labeling, and addressing the reality that residents may forget to log
activities. In this paper, we address this technical problem of collecting ground truth for daily activities for training activity recognition systems by considering the above mentioned challenges in
real home settings. Our proposed solution enables proper training
of activity recognition systems which will facilitate many wireless
health applications.
Existing ground truth collection systems suffer from different
shortcomings such as use of cameras [17, 15] which is a privacy
concern and very tedious, real-time logging by the user [2, 6] which
is not suitable in real home settings for sufficiently long training duration, manual annotation of activity labels from sensor data based
on some rules [12, 3] which is time-consuming and may not be always accurate, and necessity of wearing a microphone that may be
uncomfortable for users [9, 8]. Also, none of the existing ground
truth collection systems address the fact that residents may forget
to log the begin and / or end of activities occasionally.
We present Vocal-Diary, a voice command based ground truth
collection system where residents log activities by specific voice
commands. Vocal-Diary is privacy-aware, and robust to different environmental noise in the home and day-to-day conversations
among the residents. To increase robustness, Vocal-Diary uses a
speaker recognition system that is trained with the voice segments
of all the residents in a home to ensure that the voice commands are
spoken by the residents. Also, Vocal-Diary utilizes the sensor data
produced by the underlying activity recognition system to query a
resident periodically to check if he / she forgot to log any activity.
The main contributions of Vocal-Diary are:
1) A novel ground truth collection system to collect accurate activity labels by listening to specific voice commands from residents
with help of one / more microphone(s) in the home. The system
will be made publicly available so that other research groups can
use it.
2) The novelty of Vocal-Diary includes the use of two-way acknowledgement for listening to voice commands from a resident
and integration of speaker identification in the pipeline for robustness. Vocal-Diary is privacy-aware, because it only processes voice
segments from residents that have a predefined structure (e.g., <sys-

tem ‘activity_name start’>) and raw voice of residents is never
recorded. Vocal-Diary is also comfortable for a resident to use as
it is not necessary to carry a microphone (in each room, one microphone is placed in a suitable place), and also because a resident
does not need to manually turn the microphone on / off when giving
voice commands.
3) Another novel feature of Vocal-Diary is to query residents periodically to check if they forgot to log any activity by voice commands with the help of the sensor data produced by the underlying
activity recognition system.
4) We evaluate Vocal-Diary by deploying in three homes (two
single-resident, one double-resident) for one month each. Results
show that Vocal-Diary increases precision by at least 40% and recall by at least 10% compared to a one-way voice command recognition based system.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a
summary of related works and their shortcomings. Section 3 details
different components of the Vocal-Diary system. Section 5 presents
the advantages of Vocal-Diary . Section 6 describes the details of
experiments and evaluation results. We conclude in Section 7.

2.

RELATED WORK

A widely used method for collecting ground truth is using cameras and annotating activity episodes from the recording [16, 17,
15]. However, cameras suffer from privacy concerns, and it is very
time consuming to go through the recordings to identify and annotate activities. Another common approach [3, 12, 5] is to go
through the sensor firings during the training period and annotate
activity labels based on some rules. This approach is also very time
consuming and there is a magnitude of error which is not acceptable in ground truth. Authors in [2, 6] collect ground truth in real
time as participants do different activities in a controlled lab setting. However, doing so in real deployments for a sufficiently long
training period is impractical.
Another way to collect ground truth requires users to log each
activity manually. However, this technique is not very accurate as
pointed out in [10, 14]. The main reason is that over long periods
of data collection, there are inaccurate timestamping from retroactive self reporting and also missing logged events. Logan et al.
[11] use an experience sampling method to collect ground truth. In
this method, periodic queries are sent to the smart phone of residents asking what activity they are doing. Authors in [7] use a
combination of three methods that include experience sampling, a
hand-written log where the resident records different activity labels
at different times, and a collection of snap shots that the resident
takes using the camera of smart phone. All these methods require
the resident to actively interact with a smart phone / laptop / diary
to log. Such high level interaction in a real home for a sufficiently
long period is uncomfortable for residents.
We believe that the most comfortable way to collect ground truth
is through voice commands. Interacting by voice has been proved
acceptable in many applications (e.g., voice-based search, navigation, email). In the system developed by Kasteren et al. [9, 8], a
resident wears a bluetooth headset and presses a button to give specific voice commands (implemented using Microsoft Speech API
(SAPI [1])). However, this system has the discomfort that residents
have to wear a headset before giving voice commands. Also, they
may forget to press the switch. From our experiments, we find that
if we always keep the microphone open and / or if the microphone
is far from the user, SAPI erroneously records many voice commands when the user did not speak. This is due to noise in the
environment or other sounds (e.g., TV, day-to-day conversation).
An ideal system should perform accurately even in such scenarios

without a resident needing to turn on / off a switch. This is what
Vocal-Diary accomplishes.
Also, none of the above systems address the issue that residents
may occasionally forget to log start and / or end of activities. This
may result in incomplete ground truth which can affect the training
of activity recognition systems.

3.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

Here we describe the two key components of Vocal-Diary: voice
command recognition and speaker recognition. Following that we
explain how these two components are used together to build the
end-to-end system of Vocal-Diary.

3.1

Voice Command Recognition

We implement the voice command recognition program using
Microsoft Speech API (SAPI [1]) in C# using the .NET environment. We use a recognition grammar that employs the following usage pattern: a resident begins an activity saying “system
<activity name> start". Vocal-Diary then plays back a pre-recorded
audio file that asks for confirmation of the same activity being
started such as “you are beginning to <activity name>". If the
system understood correctly, the resident then says “system yes" as
a two way confirmation.
We find from tests that two-way acknowledgement is necessary
since the microphones are often moderately far from residents and
there may be different environmental noise, so the accuracy of voice
command recognition is not always perfect. When the resident finishes the activity, he / she needs to say “system <activity name>
end", and the same confirmation above is used. For start / end of
any activity, the activity name, timestamp, and start / end status are
logged. The recognition grammar consists of a fixed vocabulary of
activities.

3.2

Speaker Recognition

Despite using the voice command recognition with two-way acknowledgement, sometimes different environmental noise or daily
conversation may be erroneously recognized as commands from
residents. To address this, we implement a speaker recognition program to classify such noise as not being spoken by the residents.
We use the open-source MARF framework [13] to implement the
speaker recognition program in Java. We convert the speaker recognition program in Java to a .jar executable and invoke it from the
voice command recognition program in C#.
The speaker recognition program needs training. At the start
of a deployment, each resident speaks the voice segments “system <activity name> start" and “system <activity name> end"
for each activity, and the two segments “system yes" and “system
no". These voice segments from each resident along with few segments that contain different sources of noise (sounds from kitchen
appliances, footsteps, opening and closing of doors, washing machine, and TV) construct the training data. We have seen from our
experiments that ambient noises such as these are often detected as
voice commands by the Microsoft speech API.
The noise sounds are recorded at the start of deployment in each
home. In our experiments, residents give voice commands when
within 1−5 feet of a microphone (during both training and testing).
Note that we do not consider the scenario when a resident may give
a command when there is ambient noise in the environment (e.g.,
when the TV is on). However, we believe Vocal-Diary can also
address such scenarios by training with such recordings (i.e., giving
commands when TV or microwave is on). Currently the utility
of the speaker recognition system is in identifying the cases when
sounds from the environment are wrongly detected as commands
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Figure 1: Voice-Diary End-to-End System

by the voice recognition module.
The MARF framework provides options for different pre-processing
(normalization, end-pointing, high, low, and band pass filters), feature selection (e.g., fast fourier transform, linear predictive coding),
and classification (e.g., neural networks, nearest neighbors) techniques. We train with different combinations and use the combination that performs the best on the training data. This combination
may be different for different homes. The trained program is used
for speaker recognition in real time.

3.3

particular room / rooms, the voice commands have to be given in a
room where there is a microphone.

End-to-End System

Figure 1 shows the end-to-end system. ‘Listen Voice Command’
module waits for a voice command in the specific format described
above. When it listens to a command (correctly or incorrectly),
it invokes the ‘Recognize Speaker’ program to check if the voice
belongs to any of the residents. If it does not, then Vocal-Diary
logs this error in a separate debug file. If it does, then the ‘Playback Command’ finds the pre-recorded audio file for that specific
activity’s start / end. Note that for each activity there are two prerecorded audio files in the system that plays back the query whether
the resident actually started / finished a particular activity. After
playing the correct audio file, ‘Wait for Acknowledgment’ module
waits for acknowledgement.
After listening to the audio played back, the resident acknowledges by saying “system yes" if it was the correct command. Else
the resident says “system no". If the resident says ‘no’ or does not
say anything, Vocal-Diary does not write anything in the activity
log, but it logs this error in a separate debug file. If the resident acknowledges yes, Vocal-Diary once again verifies if this voice segment belongs to the same resident of the home. If it does, then
finally Vocal-Diary writes the timestamp, activity name and start /
end status in the activity log.
Ideally, there should be one microphone and one speaker in a
suitable place in each room of the home. Vocal-Diary logs voice
commands collected by each microphone in separate files and combines all of them offline. We can use wireless microphones and
speakers in each room that send data to a laptop in the home. Another approach can be using a USB microphone and a USB speaker
connected to a Beaglebone with flash memory in each room as used
in [4]. Vocal-Diary is totally privacy-aware. Therefore, residents
should be comfortable with the presence of a microphone in each
room. However, if a resident does not want any microphone in a

WHAT IF RESIDENTS FORGET

Vocal-Diary , or any other ground truth collection system requires a resident to inform the system (by voice commands in case
of our system) before starting and ending each activity. However,
in reality a resident may forget to do so occasionally. Therefore,
Vocal-Diary also reminds a resident periodically to give voice commands.
Vocal-Diary utilizes the sensors that the underlying activity recognition systems use (e.g., motion, contact, door, bed sensors). If
Vocal-Diary can access such data, then it works in the following
way to remind a resident:
a) After entering each room, if a resident uses one or more objects in the room (this can be detected from the sensor firings) but
does not log any activity with voice command within EN T RY _T HR
minutes, then Vocal-Diary queries the resident “Have you forgotten
to log an activity?”. In reply, a resident can ignore the query or log
an activity.
b) If a resident ignores a query, then Vocal-Diary does not query
again within REP EAT _T HR minutes which is configurable. This
is to ensure that the queries do not become a nuisance for residents.
If the resident does not want to listen any such query at all, VocalDiary is configured accordingly.
Note that this feature is dependent on the availability of the sensor data generated by the underlying activity recognition system
which is true in one of our deployments.

5.
5.1

ADVANTAGES
Privacy-Aware

Vocal-Diary is privacy-aware, as it does not record day-to-day
conversation. It only listens to voice commands in specific format.
Moreover, whenever a resident gives voice commands, their raw
voice is not recorded. Only the timestamps, activity names and start
/ end status are logged. The audio files recorded during training
contain the voice of a resident. However, we delete them as they
are not used after training.

5.2

Robust

Vocal-Diary is robust in the presence of different environment
noise that may arise in a real home settings by ensuring that such
noise are not recorded as voice commands. Note that, Vocal-Diary
has not been trained and tested for scenarios where residents may
give voice commands at the same time when any such noise source
is active. However, with adequate training, Vocal-Diary can also
be used for such scenarios. In this paper, we show that with its two
way acknowledgement and speaker recognition features, Vocal-Diary
identifies the cases where such noise can be identified as voice commands (when residents actually give no voice commands) and removes such cases. Such noise may include, but not limited to sound
from TV, music player, dish washer, washing machine, microwave,
coffee maker, footsteps, opening / closing of doors. Such noise can
be recognized as voice commands by Microsoft Speech API SAPI
[1]. However the use of speaker recognition and two-way acknowledgement by Vocal-Diary makes sure that they are not logged as
ground truth. Also, residents can have regular conversation with
each other, with visitors, or with someone over phone.

5.3

Ease of Use

Unlike [9, 8], Vocal-Diary does not require a resident to wear
any headset. A microphone and a speaker can be placed in any

5.4

Supports Multi-Resident Homes

In case of multi-resident homes, it may be important to collect
ground truth of activities from both residents. Also, for different
residents, the set of activities that need to be monitored may be
different. If there are multiple residents in a home, Vocal-Diary is
initially trained with each of the resident’s voice for the corresponding sets of activities. After training, all residents can interact with
Vocal-Diary in the same way. Vocal-Diary identifies each voice
based on the speaker recognition program and adds the identifier
along with other information in the log file.

6.

EVALUATION

The evaluation consists of three parts. First, we evaluate how accurately Vocal-Diary recognizes voice commands. Then we evaluate the effectiveness of querying the residents. Finally, we investigate the feasibility of voice commands as a ground truth collection
mechanism.
We deployed Vocal-Diary in two single-resident and one tworesident homes for one month each. In each deployment, we used
wireless microphones and speakers in each room. The residents
agreed to participate in the study voluntarily, and no monetary compensation was provided to them. In one of the single-resident homes
(‘Single Resident Home 1’), sensors were also deployed for recognizing activities. Therefore, for this home, by deploying VocalDiary for additional days / months, we were able to evaluate the
effectiveness of querying the residents (Section 6.2) and the feasibility of using Vocal-Diary for ground truth (Section 6.3) collection. However, no sensors (except microphones) were deployed in
the other two homes.
For evaluation, raw audio of any voice command detected by
Vocal-Diary (correctly or incorrectly) is saved as a .wav file so that
we can listen offline to verify if it is a voice command. Note that
the files are only saved for evaluation purpose. We listen to the
recordings to calculate how many activity logs were actually voice
commands, i.e., number of true positives (TP), how many voice
commands were not logged as activities, i.e., number of false negatives (FN), and how many recordings containing noise or other conversation were logged as activities, i.e., number of false positives
(FP). Note that, our baseline for comparison is the voice commands
detected by Microsoft SAPI. If there are instances where a resident
gives a voice command, but Microsoft SAPI does not detect it at all,
then Vocal-Diary also fails to recognize such instances and they are
not reflected in the false negatives (FN) we calculated. However,
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suitable location in the room because Vocal-Diary is robust even in
the presence of different environmental noise. Deploying microphones and speakers in each room takes little time in each home,
and the time to disassemble the system after the deployments is also
minimal. In our experiments, residents give voice commands when
within 1 − 5 feet of a microphone and when there is no ambient
noise from the environment (e.g., TV). Therefore, the microphones
and speakers can be placed anywhere in the home as long as the
residents are comfortable in giving commands when within 1 − 5
feet of the microphones.
We believe with adequate training, Vocal-Diary can also work
in the scenarios when residents give commands in the presence
of noise. In such cases, the training set has to include samples
when the residents give voice commands in the presence of different noise sources in the environment. Another advantage of VocalDiary is that residents do not need to turn on / off the microphone
before speaking each command as the microphone is always on.
However, it only listens to specific commands and does not record
any other noise or conversation.

Ac.vity	
  

Figure 2: Precision values for single-resident home 1. Adding
speaker recognition increases the precision for all activities, and
adding two-way acknowledgement increases it more.

in our tests, we never found any such case where a voice command
is entirely ignored by SAPI. A voice command may be detected
as the wrong one, or noise sound may be detected as voice commands. Vocal-Diary aims to reduce such errors, and our evaluation
is to show the accuracy of that.
As evaluation metrics, we use precision and recall which are defined in Equation 1. We got for IRB approval for such experiments.
The residents knew their voice recordings are recorded for evaluation. Note that, the raw voice recordings are only recorded for
evaluating the performance of Vocal-Diary.
TP
TP + FP
TP
recall =
TP + FN

precision =

6.1

(1)

Voice Command Accuracy

Figure 2 shows precision values for single-resident home ‘1’. For
all activities, the basic SAPI based system (which has no two-way
acknowledgement and no speaker recognition) has very low precision values. This is mainly due to different sounds generated by
environmental noise. Using speaker recognition increases the precision values significantly for all activities as it helps in removing
the false positives. False positives may also occur due to an actual
voice command being detected as a different voice command and
/ or other day-to-day conversations by residents being detected as
voice commands. Integrating two-way acknowledgement system,
which ensures that Vocal-Diary does not log any detected command
without acknowledgement, helps in removing such false positives.
Still there may exist some false positives, because either sometimes
noise is detected as “system yes” and/or error in speaker recognition.
Figure 3 shows the recall values for the same home. The SAPI
based system has false negatives. This is because sometimes a
voice command is detected as another one. This is due to the variation in the ways different people utter the same word. Because
SAPI does not train per speaker, such errors are not surprising.
Adding the speaker recognition feature cannot remove all such er-

6.2
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Figure 3: Recall values for single-resident home 1. Vocal-Diary
achieves 100% recall for all activities with the help of speaker
recognition and two-way acknowledgement features.
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To evaluate the effectiveness of querying the residents, we deploy the system in single-resident home ‘1’ for 15 days. During
this time, Vocal-Diary had access to all the sensor data from the activity recognition system that include motion sensors in each room,
door sensors, contact sensors in various objects of daily use (e.g.,
microwave, freezer, sink, toilet, shower), and pressure pads in bed
and chair. We set the value of EN T RY _T HR as 1 minute and the
value of REP EAT _T HR as 5 minutes. During the 15 days, the
resident did not log activity start / end times by voice commands
on purpose for 25 times; so the experiments here are in a controlled
setting. Vocal-Diary accurately detected all the 25 instances and
queried the resident for the ongoing activity status. This shows that
Vocal-Diary can help in logging activities by querying the residents
when they forget to do so.
However, Vocal-Diary queried the resident a total of 39 times,
out of which 25 queries were correct as mentioned above. The
remaining 14 instances, Vocal-Diary queried the resident when no
activity was being started / ended. The reason is that sometimes the
resident moves around in a room (which causes the motion sensors
to fire) or uses some objects that are not part of any specific activity.
Most of these false positives were caused by the motion sensors. If
we do not consider the motion sensors in the querying system, the
number of false positives reduces from 14 to 5. Still, all the 25
correct cases are identified. Therefore we modified our system so
that the querying
system does not use data from motion sensors if
Without#Two1Way#
there are other
sensors
available in a room.
Ack.#&#Speaker#
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those scenarios will not be reflected in the above experWith"TwoCWay"Ack."&"Speaker"RecogniJon"(VocalCDiary)"
iments. Therefore, we evaluate Vocal-Diary by deploying it along
with an underlying activity recognition system (that uses in-home
sensors) for three months continuously in single-resident home ‘1’.
Figure 4: Avg. Precision and Recall over all activities. Home 3 has
During this deployment, the feature of querying the resident was
two residents; Home 1 and 2 have single resident.
not used.
Here, we need ground truth to evaluate our ground truth collection system. From the sensor firings, all activity segments were
rors. However, Vocal-Diary removes such false negatives with the
manually annotated offline as in [3] with feedback from the resihelp of two-way acknowledgments and achieves 100% recall for
dent who also logged activities using Vocal-Diary. Results show
this single-resident home.
that there were 992 total activity instances during the three months
Figure 4 shows average precision and recall values for all activiof which 59 activity instances were not logged by voice commands.
ties in the three homes; home 3 is the double-resident home. For all
Therefore, the resident used Vocal-Diary to log activities in more
three homes, Vocal-Diary increases precision values significantly.
than 94% of the cases. Given the effectiveness of querying resiAlso, Vocal-Diary removes false negatives with the help of twodents discussed above, we hypothesize that most if not all of the
way acknowledgments
and achieves 100% recall for all homes.
Ac.vity)
6% of missed activities would have been captured if the querying
Vocal-Diary increases precision by at least 40% and recall by at
was used. In the future we plan to compare Vocal-Diary to ground
least 10% compared to a SAPI based system without two-way actruth detection based on offline logging and cameras.
knowledgement and speaker recognition.
In calculating precision and recall for the double-resident home,
7. CONCLUSIONS
Vocal-Diary is considered accurate if it correctly differentiates sounds
caused by environmental noise from voice of residents. Whether it
Vocal-Diary is a privacy-aware, easy-to-use and robust ground
can assign a voice command to the correct resident is not considtruth collection system based on voice commands which shows
ered. However, if we consider that, the average precision and recall
high accuracy in evaluation. The accuracy in voice command recogvalues for all activities drops to 88% and 95%, respectively. MARF
nition is achieved by two-way acknowledgement and speaker recogframework does not support advanced features (e.g., MFCC) and
nition. The ease of use, robustness, and high accuracy come at the
classifiers (e.g., support vector machine). Implementing a speaker
cost of additional training and microphones in each room. Howrecognition program using these would increase accuracy.
ever, the microphones are inexpensive (with Beaglebones [4]) and
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Effectiveness of Querying Residents

the training effort is minimal (few minutes per resident). Comprehensive evaluation is necessary for the effectiveness of querying
residents.
The novelties presented in this paper in voice command recognition based on microphones placed in home are also applicable
for other home heath care applications that need to record voice
samples in specific format from the residents such as collecting survey responses from the residents (e.g., PHQ-9 questionnaire for depression patients), and controlling home / medical appliances using
voice commands. In future, we plan to evaluate Vocal-Diary with
more deployments and longer duration for each deployment with
emphasis on evaluating the effectiveness of querying the residents,
and comparison of Vocal-Diary with other ground truth collection
systems in long-term data.
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